From: 	Lieutenant Commander Rand
Sent: 	Wednesday, September 11, 1996 8:03 AM
To: 	'lonacher@msn.com'
Subject: 	FW: Trancripts Luzon - 9609.08



----------
From: 	Lorne Williams
Sent: 	Sunday, September 08, 1996 5:21 PM
To: 	'Chief Security Officer - USS Luzon'; 'Cheryl Blaney - Commander Rand'; 'Assistant Engineer - Luzon'; 'Tactical Officer - U.S.S. Luzon'; 'Sherri'; 'Chief Engineer - USS Luzon'; 'Science Officer - USS Luzon'; 'FCO - Luzon'; 'Chris'; 'Asst. Tactical Officer - Luzon'; 'Ian'; 'Vice Admiral Liz Jordison (Captain Anastasia Estefan)'; 'Andrea'; 'Counselor - USS Luzon'; 'Nicke'; 'Chief Medical Officer - USS Luzon'; 'Assistant Engineer - Luzon'; 'Operations Officer - Luzon'; 'Chad'
Subject: 	Trancripts Luzon - 9609.08

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Attn* All crew to the bridge for ship business
Host Matt_vTrek:
::reports to bridge::
Dracos:
::Gyrax rears his head, his head pounding from a headache::
Rich_Ayles:
::reports to bridge::
Bachoa:
::enters bridge from turbolift::
Xavyre:
:::there:::
conrad_ii:
::enters bridge::
Dracos:
::He stumbles half asleep into the TL::
IANPAWSON:
::on the bridge at the Tac Station::
Bachoa:
::watches Acting XO stumble onto bridge::
vintow:
::In engineering::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::hopes Gyrax remembers to bring the box of pips with him::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::raises eyebrow::
Dracos:
::The TL Starts to Weeze a bit::
conrad_ii:
::hopes Gyrax has more luck with the uniforms this time::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::hopes Gyrax has been practicing pinning pips on::
Dracos:
::GYrax head butts the console... the weeezzziing stops::
Bachoa:
::remembers last ceremony::
Rich_Ayles:
::wipes lipstick from sleeve of uniform::
Dracos:
::Gyrax's hands feel very disjointed today...::
Dracos:
::Gyrax arrives on the bridge with the rest of the crew waiting for him...::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Officers:  Attention
IANPAWSON:
::taps fingers on console::
Bachoa:
::stands at attention::
Rich_Ayles:
::stands to attention::
conrad_ii:
::ditto::
vintow:
::grunts:::
IANPAWSON:
::stands to attention::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::sighs::
Dracos:
::Stands by the Captain's side::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
First of all, Welcome aboard our new Assistant Security, LtJG Michael Xavyre
Bachoa:
::watches Tactical Officer transport in::
Xavyre:
Thank you.
Dracos:
::Gyrax ponders over the thought of Roast Targ::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at Xav::
Rich_Ayles:
::nods in Lt Xavyre's direction::
IANPAWSON:
::looks at Xavryre and nods::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Next item  ::checks PADD::
conrad_ii:
::acknowledges Xavrye::
vintow:
::smiles at Lt Xavyre::
Dracos:
::Looks at Xavyre::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::wonders if the information on Xavyre's psychological profile is some kind of joke::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Ensign Davidson, front and center
Xavyre:
:::no it is not::::
vintow:
::realises he hasnt cleaned his teeth again::
vintow:
::blushes::
IANPAWSON:
::moves over to the CO::
IANPAWSON:
::with a red face::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
:::looks to Gyrax::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::wonders if he can do the pip thing...::
Dracos:
::Looks at teh Captain with fear in his face::
Dracos:
::Gyrax looks at his hands... starts to tremble::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Davidson, you are hereby offered a promotion to Lt. JG
conrad_ii:
::here we go again::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at XO:: do the honors.
Dracos:
::Gyrax steps forward, pinning the pips on.....SUCCESSFULLY::
IANPAWSON:
::looks up at the acting Captain::
Bachoa:
::wondfers how many spare uniforms can be replicated in a month::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Congratulations, Lt. Davidson.
Dracos:
::Gyrax looks releaved::
Rich_Ayles:
::breathes a sigh of relief at Gyrax's success in pinning the pip on::
Dracos:
::Gyrax pats Davidson on the back for his efforts::
IANPAWSON:
::shakes the Captains hand and thanks her::
vintow:
::pats Davidson on back GENTLY::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Guglaron, front and center.
IANPAWSON:
::nearly falls to the floor::
Rich_Ayles:
::nods towards....Lt JG Davdison::
vintow:
::blushes:: who me
Dracos:
::notices that Davidson is a little fragile::
IANPAWSON:
::nods toward the Doc::
vintow:
::steps forward::
conrad_ii:
::Gug.  Way to go::
Bachoa:
::smiles for the big Klingon oaf::
Dracos:
::GYrax thinks..."Oh no..."::
vintow:
::holds breath::
IANPAWSON:
::moves back to the Tac Station::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::sighs::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Guglaron, you are also hereby promoted to Lt JG, should you choose to accept
Dracos:
::Gyrax smiles at Gug..."
IANPAWSON:
::look at the New Klingon on the Bridge and nods::
vintow:
Lt Comm:Yes indedd sir
Host Matt_vTrek:
::reaches for hypo and injects herself::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
No. 1, do the honors.
Rich_Ayles:
::nods at Lt JG Guglaron with a smile::
vintow:
::smiles to all assembled::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Congrats, Lt. Guglaron.
conrad_ii:
Gug:  Congratulations..you big Klingon
Dracos:
::Gyrax trys to pin the pip on. After using too much force, teh pip is reduced to a flattened circle...stuck on Gug's collar::
vintow:
Rand: thank you
87ewas:
Gug: congratlation 
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Krag, front and center...
Dracos:
Gug: Err, here is another one to replace that one....
Bachoa:
::admires flattened circle on Klingon's collar::
vintow:
GGRRR
Dracos:
Gug: Congrats!
87ewas:
::steps forward::
vintow:
Thank you all ::blushes again::
Dracos:
::Examines Klingon as he thinks one for two ain't bad::
IANPAWSON:
::looks at the Asst Engineering and nods at him::
vintow:
::NOds to all and rubs pip::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Krag, promoted to Lt. JG
Rich_Ayles:
::nods at Krag::
87ewas:
Rand: thank you sir!:
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods to XO::
conrad_ii:
::congratulates Krag::
Bachoa:
Congratulations...Lieutenant Krag.. :-)
Dracos:
::Gyrax with a sudden burst of confidence pins the pips on successfully... except they went on the wrong collar::
vintow:
::well done Krag::
87ewas:
ALL:thank you
IANPAWSON:
::sticks elbow with a friendly manner in Krags side::
Bachoa:
::watches beaming faces of crew::
vintow:
Krag:  It looks like the Klingons have arrived
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Peters, front and center
conrad_ii:
::steps forward a little surprised::
87ewas:
ALL: Live Gagh for all my treat!!
Bachoa:
::smiles at Peters and remembers escape pod chat::
vintow:
::pushes Zee forwards::
87ewas:
Gug: here have some Gagh
vintow:
Krag: thanks :big swallow:
conrad_ii:
Gyrax: ::whispering:: take it easy....please!!!
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Peters, you are hereby promoted to Lt JG
Dracos:
::Gyrax sighs deeply as he thinks what else could go wrong....::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Congratulations, Mr. Peters
conrad_ii:
Rand:  Thank you captain
IANPAWSON:
::goes to Peters and shake his hand::
Dracos:
::This time Gyrax takes his time and the Pip is geometrically in the correct position::
Rich_Ayles:
::smiles at Lt JG Peters in acknowledgement::
Bachoa:
Congratualtions...Lieutenant Peters :-)
vintow:
::goes to Zee, looks at non flatten pip::
conrad_ii:
::Shakes Davidsons hand::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Congratulations to our new Lts.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
One last announcement.
conrad_ii:
Gug:  Nice pip
vintow:
CAN i SING A KLINGON SONG NOW
Dracos:
::Gyrax looks up at the CO::
vintow:
::opens mouth::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
I stated previously that the position of 2nd officer would be on a rotational basis, for evaluation of candidates.
Dracos:
::Looks at Guglaron with a stern look::
vintow:
::Looks at Gyrax, decides not to sing::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
I had named Gyrax to hold that position, but with recent events...
Dracos:
::Gyrax hold his breath::
conrad_ii:
::oh oh.  Hows the Gorn going to take this::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::looks at Dr. Ramirez:: Doctor, if you are willing, I would like you to take that position
Rich_Ayles:
Rand: Thank you captain. I will do the position justice ::nods in thanks::
87ewas:
::aside to Gug:: Lets sing::
Bachoa:
::smiles and nods at Doctor::
IANPAWSON:
:: looks at Lt Krag::
Dracos:
::Smiles at the Doctor::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Well then
vintow:
::looks at Krag:: You first
conrad_ii:
Ramares:  Well done doc.
IANPAWSON:
::and asks who's on Tac?::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>
Host Matt_vTrek:
::leaving bridge for personal quarters::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::arrives on bridge, after briefing with Science Officer::
vintow:
::sighs, leaves the bridge via TL3 to Engineering::
Bachoa:
::aarives on bridge after briefing captain::
Dracos:
::Gyrax on the Bridge, awaiting the Captain::
conrad_ii:
::heads for quarters::
Rich_Ayles:
::taps comm badge:: *Ensign Tula* How is captain Estefans condition ?
Host Matt_vTrek:
::nearly bumps into ACO::
87ewas:
::At Tac station::
Xavyre:
::::in room finnished with his unpacking, he leaves to head out::::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACO> Look where you're going.
IANPAWSON:
::on the bridge at the Tac Station::
Rich_Ayles:
<Tula> *Ramares*: She is stable and sedated sir.
IANPAWSON:
::pulls out a chair from behind::
Bachoa:
::evaluates sensor array...shudders at known inefficiency::
Dracos:
CO: How are things with the decoded info.. I just received teh report
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::looks at XO::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
I know.  I've read the report also.
vintow:
::arrives in Engineering::
Xavyre:
:::walks down hall:::::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Issue orders to get us headed toward Gremton V
Dracos:
CO: This could affect the balance of power in the Quadrant!
Xavyre:
::::::accesses computer to see shift rotation:::::::
Bachoa:
::pulls all ionformation available on Gremton V::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::considers the implications and nods::  Gyrax, I am aware of that.
Rich_Ayles:
::enters Sickbay and starts to run a routine diagnostic of all major systems::
Dracos:
Helm: Set a course for Gremton V... warp factor six!
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Gyrax:  We must investigate.
Xavyre:
::::gets into lift:::::
87ewas:
::mointers Long range sensors::
Dracos:
<Ens. De Lux> XO: Course laid in sir, ready to engage.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Eng* status of engines?
IANPAWSON:
::looks at Lt Krag and asks is Gremton V a class M::
Xavyre:
Bridge
Xavyre:
::::rockets up to the bridge::::::
vintow:
Rand: Engines at 95%
Xavyre:
::::exits lift onto the bridge:::::
vintow:
Rand: Wrap Core and reaction rate OK
Dracos:
<De Lux>: Engage
Bachoa:
::configures sensors to scan for Klingon communication signals specifically::
Rich_Ayles:
::calls up shift rota on PADD for SB and sees that Ensign DeSchizelle is due on at any moment::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Eng* acknowledged
Dracos:
CO: We are on our way.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods::
Rich_Ayles:
::looks up as Ensign DeSchizelle walks in and blushes at seeing the doctor::
Dracos:
CO: Sir, will we have a briefing to all senior staff before arrival?
Bachoa:
::reviews sensor data from download::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Gyrax: An excellent idea
Xavyre:
:::Sees the tac officer:::::
vintow:
::works with Eng. crew to maintain maximum power for as long as possible
87ewas:
::noitce Xavery walking on the bridge::
Xavyre:
:::Walks up to him:::::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Gyrax: Assemble the staff...
87ewas:
Davidson: Take over Tac
Dracos:
CO: I'll assemble the staff
IANPAWSON:
::ok sir::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::moves to ready room::
87ewas:
Xavyre: wlecome to the Luzon how do you like it?
Dracos:
*ALL Senior Staff*: PLease report to the ready room by 15:21.
IANPAWSON:
::monitors long range sensors::
Bachoa:
::moves to ready room for briefing::
vintow:
::looks up at intercom::
Dracos:
::Notices that it is 15:20 right now::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::takes seat and waits::
Xavyre:
Robert: Greetings, Lt Xavyre from the USS Yamato.
vintow:
::leaves Eng for ready room::
87ewas:
Xavyre: Welcoem aboad 
Xavyre:
Robert: Looks a lot like the Yamato actually.  :::smiles:::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::studies notes on PADD::
Dracos:
::smiles to think that all the staff will have to scramble VERY fast to make the RR::
Xavyre:
Robert: Thanks
87ewas:
::Heads to the readyroom::
Bachoa:
::takes seat in ready room::
Rich_Ayles:
*Acting XO* Acknowledged ::walks out of Sickbay glancing at Ens DeSchizelle::
Dracos:
::Enters RR with PADD in hand::
Rich_Ayles:
::hurries to RR::
vintow:
::enters bridge and heads for ready room::
Xavyre:
:::follows Krag::::
vintow:
Enters RR::
Xavyre:
Krag: Where are we going?
Rich_Ayles:
::arrives at RR breathless but just on time::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  ALL DEPT CHIEFS ARE ASSEMBLED
Bachoa:
::looks expectantly at Captain::
vintow:
Rand: reporting as ordered
Dracos:
::Looks at the doctor amazed at his puncuality::
Xavyre:
:::sitting in for Rolf::::::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Gentlemen: I assume you've reviewed Marconi's information.
vintow:
Y
Xavyre:
:::nods:::::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::T'Sele looks bored::
87ewas:
Rand: Yes Sir!!
Rich_Ayles:
::nods at captain::
Dracos:
::Looks at the captain::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
We don't know if the development of this technology is sanctioned by the Klingon government, but we are ordered to investigate it.
Dracos:
::Starts to punch several items into his PADD::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Any comments?
Bachoa:
Captain?
IANPAWSON:
::monitors long range  sensors::
Rich_Ayles:
::reviews information on his PADD::
Bachoa:
If I may?
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Marconi, please do.
vintow:
Rand:  The device has yet to be fuly analysed by our staff in Eng
87ewas:
Rand: My people seem to be hiding alot of new Tech breakthroughs
Xavyre:
::::thinks how good it feels to be back in the gold uniform::::
Bachoa:
It seems apparent that if this technology does exist, we will be unable to count on surprise
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at Guglaron::
Bachoa:
They will know that we are coming.
Rich_Ayles:
CO:Especially if this technology is as good as it sounds !
Dracos:
CO: Sir, if I may add something....
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Xavyre and Krag:  You will need to take appropriate measures...
vintow:
Rand: I would like more time but...
Xavyre:
Rand: That also means that they will only face us if they think they can take on this ship and win.
Xavyre:
:::nods::::
Dracos:
All: Gremton V is within the Klingon boarders....
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::considers all the input, but keeps counsel::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
XO: How far within?
Dracos:
All: And this mission is not "officially" sanctioned by the Federation
Dracos:
CO: Approximately 0.27 Light Years
Bachoa:
::thinks about entering Klingon space...and wonders whether they are still really part of the Federation::
vintow:
 ::looks at Gyrax::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::considers, and then stands::
87ewas:
Rand: I suggest Red alert as soon as we enter Klingon Space
Bachoa:
::looks at Captain::
Xavyre:
:::thinks hmmm the Klingons broke the treaty with us, and now everything must be fair game.  The fed is taking a big risk here::::
Dracos:
::nods to Captain::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
All:  Return to stations and prepare for immediate departure to Gremdon V
Xavyre:
::::Stands for Captain::::
Bachoa:
::stands and returns to duty station::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Dismissed.
vintow:
::gets up, not another fight with my brothers::
Rich_Ayles:
CO: Yes captain. ::gets up out of seat and exits the RR::
IANPAWSON:
::monitors long range scans::
Dracos:
CO: One word, sir::
Xavyre:
:::heads over to Rand:::::
vintow:
::returns to Eng::
87ewas:
::joins Xavyre::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::stops to speak with Xav::
Xavyre:
Rand: Commander its good to be on a  mission with you again.
Xavyre:
Rand: The Yamaro could have used your presence.
IANPAWSON:
::looks up and notices chiefs come from the RR::
Bachoa:
::begins to monitor scans again::
vintow:
::enters Eng::
Dracos:
::Gyrax moves towards the Captain, but realizes she has other matters to attend...::
87ewas:
Rand: I suggest Red Alert as soon as we enter Klingon Space
Xavyre:
Rand: After the holo-missions and the rescue of the Antigua
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::smiles and nods at Xav::  Yes, I miss the old crew sometimes... Yes
Dracos:
::Gyrax takes the Captain's Chair::
vintow:
::briefs Eng. staff to get ship ready for potential conflict (again)::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Krag, indeed
Dracos:
Marconi: Approximate ETA before we hit Klingon space
87ewas:
::leaves RR::
Xavyre:
::::nods to Rand and exits room::::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Krag, when we enter Klingon space, I'll count on you to order red alert.
87ewas:
Rand: Aye sir!
Dracos:
::Gyrax leaves the Captain's seat::
Bachoa:
Estimating 2 minutes until arrival Lieut Gyrax
Rich_Ayles:
::whistles to himself in Turbolift::
Xavyre:
:::exits the bridge:::::
IANPAWSON:
::moves aside for Lt Krag to take over Tac::
87ewas:
::heads to Tac::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Helm: ETA to Gremton V?
Xavyre:
Computer: Security deck please.
Xavyre:
:::lift moves down to security deck::::
Rich_Ayles:
::rubs head where he had hit it on the bulkhead earlier on::
Xavyre:
:::enters security deck::::
87ewas:
Helm: Let me know when a mintue before we enter Klingon Space
Dracos:
<DeLux> CO: 27.3 Minutes sir
Xavyre:
::::::Sits at new desk:::::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  TIME FLIES
Bachoa:
Captain:  We are in sensor range of Gremton V
Dracos:
::Gyrax thinks that there just isn't enough time in the day to get things done::
87ewas:
*All Decks*: Red Alert! Red Alert!
87ewas:
*All Decks*: Red Alert! Red Alert!
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science..Acknowledged...
Xavyre:
:::thinks red alert?::::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Helm:  Establish standard orbit.
IANPAWSON:
::looks at long range scanner display::
Xavyre:
Security teams: Okay you know the drill, everyone move move move.
vintow:
::Eng crew prepare for Red Alert::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Mr. Gyrax: Prepare the AT.
Rich_Ayles:
::looks up as red alert status confirmed::
Bachoa:
::scans planet::
Xavyre:
:::Security teams move out among the ship to safeguard various areas for the red alert::::
87ewas:
*Xavyre*: Place Sec personal to all Vital Section
vintow:
::Secures blast shields around Warp Core::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<DeLux> Places us in orbits.
Dracos:
::DeLux enters into the helm orders for a standard orbit::
Xavyre:
*Krag*: Already done Krag.
Xavyre:
:::Reads currrent duty roster::::
Bachoa:
Captain:  We are picking up something on the second moon.
Dracos:
ACTION: ACTION MUSIC WITH VIOLINS PLAYS IN THE BACKGROUND
87ewas:
*Xavyre*: Aknowledge
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
JT: Elaborate.
Dracos:
*All Senior Staff*: Report to TR #13!
Rich_Ayles:
*XO* Acknowledged sir. I am on my way.
Xavyre:
:::::enters lift and rides it to deck 13:::::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACTION: ON THE PLANET, A JURY-RIGGED SENSOR DETECTS THE PRESENCE OF THE LUZON
Dracos:
::Gyrax moves to the imaginary music::
Xavyre:
:::Enters TR 13:::::::
Bachoa:
It appears to be readings similar to those from the unencrypted files...a Bird of Prey Captain...on the surface
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac:  Can we get it on sensor?
Rich_Ayles:
::arrives at TR#13 breathless once again::
Bachoa:
::hands over science station and moves to TR #13::
Dracos:
*Guglaron, Peters, Davidson, Ramares, T'Sele, Xavyre*: PLease hurry along
Xavyre:
:::Waits for others:::
IANPAWSON:
::moves to the TL for TR 13::
Bachoa:
::arrives in TR #13::
Rich_Ayles:
::taps foot and thinks "I'm here !"::
Xavyre:
*Dracos* I'm already there.
vintow:
::makes way hurridley to TR #13
87ewas:
Rand: yes sir do you want into on veiwer
Dracos:
*CO*: Would you like Marconi and Krag to joing the fun?
IANPAWSON:
::arrives at TR 13::
vintow:
::arrives TR#13 ::
IANPAWSON:
::gets tricorder, phasers::
Dracos:
*T'Sele*: Sorry, you are wanted in Sick Bay, belay those  last orders
vintow:
::Checks phaser::
Xavyre:
::checks equipment::::::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACTION: THE KLINGON SURVIVORS PREPARE THEIR WEAPONS
87ewas:
::heads to TR#13::
Host Matt_vTrek:
*Gyrax* Please make your mind up. 
Xavyre:
:::checks phaser:::::
87ewas:
::arrivers at Tr#13::
Xavyre:
::::adjusts to lowest stun setting::::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*AT* Beam down when ready..
conrad_ii:
::that's a nasty looking knife I'm carrying::
vintow:
::smiles at Krag as he arrives::
IANPAWSON:
::stands on transporter pad::
Dracos:
*Mr. T'Sele*: Is that irritation that I detect?
Xavyre:
::::looks around to see if others have weapons:::::
Rich_Ayles:
::stands on transporter pad::
Xavyre:
::Standing on pad:::

Host Matt_vTrek:
*Gyrax*: I thought you had an AT to lead, SIR...
vintow:
::stands on pad::
Rich_Ayles:
::positions phaser and tricorder in holster::
87ewas:
::grabs phaser::
Dracos:
ALL: Everyone take a phaser rifle.... just to be safe....
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Gyrax* Beam when ready.
Xavyre:
:::holds phaser in holster::::
vintow:
::readies Phaser::
Dracos:
::Gyrax grabs two::
Rich_Ayles:
::sighs and thinks "I already have one !"::
Xavyre:
::waiting:::
IANPAWSON:
::moves off the pad and get a phaser rifle::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::notices low power setting on disruptor and readys dk'targ::
87ewas:
::grabs a Phaser rifle and spare power packs::
vintow:
Gyrax: what is the phaser setting
IANPAWSON:
::moves back to the pad::
Dracos:
ACTION: WITHIN SECONDS THE AT FROM THE LUZON APPEARS ON THE KLINGON SHIP
Bachoa:
@::materializes on ship with phaser rifle in hand::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  THE AT MATERIALIZES ON A DESOLATE MOON, AT THE CARCASE OF A KLINGON SHIP::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::checks disrupter::
Dracos:
@All: Status report
Xavyre:
@squats down in defensive stance:::::
vintow:
@::immediately looks around the BoP::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w>  grips Bat'leth
Rich_Ayles:
@::materialises on ship aiming phaser ready::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> laying in wait behind console on bridge
vintow:
@::moves forwards to check area::
87ewas:
@:: Looks around::
IANPAWSON:
@::arrives::
Dracos:
All: Look sharp and watch out for bladed Klingons...
vintow:
@::approaches bridge consoloe::
Rich_Ayles:
@::scans area with tricorder:: XO: reading several lifesigns.
Xavyre:
@:::pulls phaser out:::::
Bachoa:
@::crouches and begins taking tricorder readings::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w> jumps out surprises Gyrax knocking phasers from hand
IANPAWSON:
@*Gyrax*:: waiting orders::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::lays in wait.  snarl::
Dracos:
@Doc: Location?
Bachoa:
@Gyrax:  Klingon life signs Lieutenant.
Xavyre:
@::::thinks oh wonderful Klingons:::::
Rich_Ayles:
@::turns quickly and fires at Klingon near Gyrax::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::crawling through access panel on bridge::
vintow:
@::rushes forwards to Qap'w and fights him hand to hand::
Dracos:
@Davidson, Peters, Guglaron: You are with me
Bachoa:
@::Scans for sensor device readins similar to downloaded file::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w>ducks phasers blast...left hooks Gyrax flooring him
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::fires at Guglaron, but misses::
vintow:
@Gyrax: yes sir
Dracos:
::Notices the Klingon that hit him::
IANPAWSON:
@Gyrax:: on my way::
Rich_Ayles:
@XO: Sir, I am reading another lifesign within four metres
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::fires at Gyrax::
vintow:
@::Ducks and returns fire::
Dracos:
::Gyrax smiles and bites the Klingon's face::
Xavyre:
@:::::runs up to help tackle the lone Klingon::::
IANPAWSON:
@::takes out tricorder::
Dracos:
::Gyrax uses the Klingon's body as a shield::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::drops disruptor which is out of power, and draws dk'targ::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w> Grabs Gorn by jaws prisin them apart...
vintow:
@:: rushes to Gyrax and hitsQalqs::
Xavyre:
@::::::lands on top of Qap'w::::::
Bachoa:
@::locates energy traces similar to those in downloaded file...in engineering::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> petaQ
Dracos:
::Gyrax cries out in delight as he shoots the Klingon with two pahser rifles... point blank::
vintow:
@::hits Qapw::
Rich_Ayles:
@::rushes to Gyrax and strikes nearby Klingon on the back of the neck::
Xavyre:
@::::slams Qap'w to the ground::::::
87ewas:
@::watch the fght::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::punches Guglaron in face::
Dracos:
::Gyrax starts to shoot the phaser rifles a la Rambo::
vintow:
@::raises Qapw above head and body slams him on floor::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::Notice Q'alqs in trouble.  Slams Gug in the face with butt of disrupter::
Bachoa:
@::begins moving towards engineering...looks for someone to back him up::
Xavyre:
@:::rolls off of the Klingon:::::::::
IANPAWSON:
@::rushes over to the fight::
Dracos:
ACTION: ONE KLINGON IS HIT BY THE MASSIVE PHASER FIRE
vintow:
@::smiles at feeble hity, and hits Qplunk::
Rich_Ayles:
@::turns sharply and follows Marconi towards Engineering::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qapw> swings right slamming Davidson into bulk head
Xavyre:
@:::::gets up and holds phaser to Qap'w:::::
Bachoa:
@Krag:  You're with me
Dracos:
::Gyrax is hit by some disrupter blast::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::takes hit and returns with venom::
Dracos:
::Gyrax shrieks out in pain::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::dives under console and knocks forehead ridges on computer::
87ewas:
@::fellows Marconi::
Bachoa:
@Krag:  We need to get to engineering.
IANPAWSON:
@::put tricorder away and aims phaser::
Xavyre:
@::::fires::::::
Rich_Ayles:
@::turns again and fires phaser at Klingon near Gyrax::
vintow:
@::draws phaser:: Qplunk: STAY THERE OR YOU WILL DIE
87ewas:
@::keeps an eye out for klingons::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Gyrax*  What's going on down ther...
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::notices the Gorn is down, and comes in with teeth::
Dracos:
::Gyrax bits himself and positions his phaser rifle::
Xavyre:
@::::blast hits Qap'w:::::::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::snarls....plotting::
Bachoa:
@Krag:  Let's try through that access panel...there... ::ducks fighting and heads out of beam down area::
Rich_Ayles:
@::fires again at Klingon striking him just as he reaches Gyrax::
Dracos:
::Gyrax fires using full disrupt::
vintow:
@::aims phaser at Q'Plunbk::
Xavyre:
@:::Xavyre dives behind boxes:::::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w>Takes Davidson and throws him onto Gyrax
87ewas:
@::fellows JT::
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Q'alqs> ::taking bite out of Gyrax, takes full force of phaser and disintegrates::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::dives dodging phaser fire and take gug by the legs::
vintow:
@::shoots Q'Plunk, stun setting::
Bachoa:
@::moves into corridor...checks tricorder readings::
Xavyre:
@::::adjusts phaser to higher setting:::::
Dracos:
*CO*: We are meeting massive resistance sir. I've been hit and bitten... casualties... will have under control in a bit...
vintow:
@::falls to floor fighting Q'Plunk::
Xavyre:
@::::Fires at Qap'w::::::::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACTION: THE Q'LETH STARTS TO CREAK AND GROAN
vintow:
@::hits Qplunk in chest::
Rich_Ayles:
@::rushes to gyrax and runs T-cell stimulator over wounds::
Bachoa:
@::arrives outisde engineering door::
IANPAWSON:
@::looks at the phaser fire going on::
87ewas:
@::Looks around::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::raises knife and starts downward arc::
Dracos:
ALL: Lets get those plans and then get out!
Xavyre:
@::::::Fires again at Qap'w:::::::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w> raises knife and runs towards Davidson
vintow:
@::dodges knife blow, hits QPlunk in face with fist::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACTION: THE CEILING COLLAPSES ON THE BRIDGE
Bachoa:
@*Gyrax*...We've almost got them Lieutenant
IANPAWSON:
@::fires phaser at Qap'w::
IANPAWSON:
@::stands back::
Xavyre:
@:::::Phaser fire hits Qap'w::::::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::rolls over from force of blow.::
Rich_Ayles:
@::rams elbow behind him striking a Klingon full force in the stomach::
Dracos:
@Doc: Its only a fleshwound
vintow:
@::notices celing collapsing::
Ian_Q_Robinson:
<Qap'w> Just as the knife would have hit Davidson....get three phaser hits in a row and disintergrates
Bachoa:
@Krag:  Let's enter together...on 3
Bachoa:
@Krag: 1
vintow:
@::gets up and pushes Qplunk to wall::
Bachoa:
@Krag: 2
Bachoa:
@Krag: 3
Xavyre:
@:::surveys situation::::
Dracos:
@::Gyrax feels disoriented::
KTal has joined the conversation.
Bachoa:
::enters through engineering door with phaser rifle out
IANPAWSON:
@::wipes sweat from fore head::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::stumbles backward rasing knee into gug sensitive area::
87ewas:
@::busts in phaser at the ready::
vintow:
@::squeels with delight::
Dracos:
@*All*: Status Report....
Rich_Ayles:
@Gyrax: Felsh wound may be....but these Klingons may have mouth infections !
87ewas:
@jt: sensor controls should be over to the right
Bachoa:
@::sees blinking light with Klingon writing::
Bachoa:
@Krag: Can you read this?
vintow:
@:: GGGGGRRRRRRAAAAAHHHHHH and hits Qplunk in mouth causing massive open wound::
IANPAWSON:
@*Gyrax*::were do you want me::
87ewas:
@jt: yes
Xavyre:
@:::::runs out of room::::
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::smiles as Q'plunk tastes the blood::
KTal has left the conversation.
Xavyre:
@Davidson: Are you alright?
Rich_Ayles:
@::looks around at chaos and to see if anyone needs medical assistance::
Dracos:
@::Gyrax looks around and sees very few Fed Officers around::
IANPAWSON:
@::yes sir::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACTION: THE REMAINING KLINGONS FIGHT ON BRAVELY, BUT THE AT OVERWEALM THEM
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk>::raise knife:: You are mine now.
Xavyre:
@:::Keeps running::::
Dracos:
@*All*: Status report gentlemen!
vintow:
@::draws Klingon dagger thrusting it into QPlunks chest::
Xavyre:
@:::overwealming a Klingon:::::
IANPAWSON:
@::runs in the direction of the rest of the AT::
87ewas:
@JT: It says this is the experimental sensor array::
Dracos:
@*All*: Where the hell is everyone ::the Gorn screams with angst::
Bachoa:
@::downloads plans into tricorder from Engineering computer::
Rich_Ayles:
@Gyrax: i cannot locate casualties at the moment sir. Too much chaos !
conrad_ii:
<Q'plunk> Today is a good day to die.
Bachoa:
@*Gyrax*:  In engineering sir with Lt Krag...downloading plans
87ewas:
@*gyrax*: enginering
IANPAWSON:
@*Gyrax*::your position sir::
vintow:
@::smiles at dieing Klingon::
Xavyre:
@*Dracos*: In a cooridor just finishing a Klingon.
LTCAndo has joined the conversation.
vintow:
@::in Bridge::
Dracos:
@*Marconi*: Good work. Keep me posted.
87ewas:
@JT: the sensor it self is over to the right
Bachoa:
@Krag:  Watch our backs
Xavyre:
@*Dracos*: Are you alright?
IANPAWSON:
@::enter the coridor to Engineering::
87ewas:
@::watch the rest of the enginerring::
Bachoa:
@Krag:  Get a pinpointed fix and have it beamed to the Luzon... go...now!!!
Xavyre:
@*Gyrax*: Are you alright?
Dracos:
@*X*: You will be in charge of security... keep me posted if anymore Klingons showup
conrad_ii:
@::runs around cornor and falls over Gyrax::
Host Matt_vTrek:
ACTION: BITS OF CEILING START CAVING IN ALL OVER THE SHIP
vintow:
@::goes to Gyrax::
87ewas:
*luzon: i need four transport booster at my location::
Dracos:
@*X*: Never felt better
IANPAWSON:
@::looks at Xavyre finishing the Klingon::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*AT* Give me transporter coordinates
Bachoa:
@COM:  Luzon...Marconi here...Beam to deck 11 the sensor array as pinpointed by Lt. Krag
Xavyre:
@*Gyrax* I'm already on it Gyrax.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*AT* Got them...
conrad_ii:
@::examines Gyrax::
Xavyre:
@*Gyrax* Xavyre out.
Rich_Ayles:
@::scans area to check if there are any more Klingon lifesigns::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::Initiates Beam::
IANPAWSON:
@::looks at Xavyre::
vintow:
@::checks BoP Bridge controls::
Dracos:
@::Gyrax stands up, unshaken by his wounds::
conrad_ii:
@Gyrax:  You've seen better days? ::smiles::
Xavyre:
@:::::looks at Davidson:::::
Bachoa:
@::finishes downloading sensor schematics:: 
87ewas:
@jt: how is the data transfer?
Xavyre:
@Davidson: Well lets go.
vintow:
@::looks at Gyrax and smiles::
Bachoa:
@*Lt Gyrax*:  Lieutanant...transfer complete...I have the data
Dracos:
@Peters: Yes, like the time I discovered Tequila.
IANPAWSON:
@::following you sir::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*AT* Are you able to come aboard?
conrad_ii:
@::smiles::
Dracos:
@All: Get Ready to beam out
Bachoa:
@*Lieutanant Gyrax*:  Lieutanant?
vintow:
@::readys for beam out::
Xavyre:
@Davidson: We'll do a sweep to see if their are anymore Klingons.
Bachoa:
@COM:  Captain...ready for beam out
Dracos:
*Luzon*: We are ready to beam out sir
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::beams up AT::
IANPAWSON:
@::takes out tricorder to scan for Klingon DNA::
Rich_Ayles:
@::stands awating beam out::
vintow:
@::puts hand over head for falling debri::
Xavyre:
@:::feeling beamed out::::
conrad_ii:
@::watches as matter stream takes hold::
Dracos:
ACTION: JUST AS THE TRANSPORTER BEAM SHIMMERS, A KLINGON COME OUT OF HIDING AND RUNS GYRAX THORUGH WITH A BAT'LETH
IANPAWSON:
@*Xavyre:: No Klingons alive on board::
vintow:
@::AAAAARRRRRR::
Rich_Ayles:
::materialises in TR#13 and immediatley looks towards Gyrax as he drips blood onto the TR pad::
Dracos:
ACTION: THAT AT BEAMS UP WITH A GORN WHO IS BLEED PROFUSELY
IANPAWSON:
::arrives in TR 13 on the pad::
Bachoa:
::materializes in TR#13::
87ewas:
::marerializes in TR#13
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>


